VENDING
SPARE PARTS CATALOGUE

2014.06.02

SPARE PARTS CATALOGUE 2013
VENDING
REF.

S3500010:00
35.0001.000

DESCRIPTION

COMPOSITION

FOTO

Adaptation sheet + Change box Vz 2.0 + S.s rivet (5units) + DIN 7981B
Screw (5units) + Box fall + DIN 7991 Screw (2units) + DIN 934 Nut (2units)

CHANGE BOX VZ-1.0

For machines with serial number previous to 341286

Vz 2.0 Glass holder door + Door handle + Din 7991 Screw (2units)

S3500030:01
35.0003.001

S3500040:00
35.0004.000

S3500050:00
35.0005.000

S3500060:00
35.0006.000

GLASS HOLDER DOOR VZ-2.0

For machines with serial number subsequent to 341286

Vz 2.0 Front cover + DIN 7991 Screw + S.s Rivet (2units) + Cover Door +
Inner cover + Support

FRONT COVER WITH DOOR KIT VZ Valid for all serial numbers

Moto-reducer + Feeder bridle + Female pin (2units) + Maescle connector +
Mascle fast-on (2units)

FEEDER MOTOR SET VZ

Valid for all serial numbers

Moto-reducer + Squeezer bridle + Female pin (2units) + Maescle connector +
Mascle fast-on (2units)

SQUEEZER MOTOR SET VZ

Valid for all serial numbers

VZ 2.0 Glass holder antidripping

S3500070:00
35.0007.000

S3500080:00
35.0008.000

GLASS HOLDER ANTIDRIPPING VZ Valid for all serial numbers

Connection bus + Support sheet (2units) + Tunnel sheet (2units) + Optos
glass (2units) + Emitter board + Receiver board + Separator (8units) + DIN
7985 Screw (8units) + DIN 912 Screw (8units)

GLASS HOLDER OPTOS KIT VZ-2.0 For machines with serial number subsequent to 341286

Vz 2.0 Main board

S3500090:00
35.0009.000

MAIN CONTROL BOARD 2.20 VZ For machines with version software 2.20 and previous **This board must be
used only in machines with version software 2.20 and previous.

Vz 2.0 Main board

S3500092:00
35.0009.001

MAIN CONTROL BOARD 3.05 VZ For machines with version software 3.05 **This board must be used only in
machines with version software 3.05.
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Vz 2.0 Main board

S3500093:00

MAIN CONTROL BOARD 4.X0 VZ For machines with version software 4.x0 **This board must be used only in
machines with version software 4.x0.

Vz 2.0 Fridge group

S3500100:00
35.0010.000

S3500110:00
35.0011.000

FRIDGE GROUP WITH GAS VZ-2.0 For machines with serial number subsequent to 341286

NPN infrared emitter and receiver + NPN Connection wire + DIN 7991 Screw
(4units) + Barrier holder

FEEDER BARRIER KIT VZ-2.0

For machines with serial number subsequent to 341286

Front centering + Centering weight + DIN 912 Screw (6units)

S3500120:00
35.0012.000

S3500121:00
35.0012.001

S3500130:00
35.0013.000

GLASS CENTERING KIT VZ-2.0

Valid for all serial numbers

VZ Centering Guide (2units) + DIN 7984 Screw (6units) + VZ Centering
Separator (3units) + VZ Centering Slider 01 (2units) + VZ Centering Slider 02
(2units) + VZ Front Centering + DIN 7991 Screw (4units)

GLASS CENTERING COMPLETE
VZ-2.0
Valid for all the serial numbers

Waste container + Left holder + Right holder + DIN 9021 Washer (4units) +
DIN 7991 Screw (4units) + DIN 125 Washer (4units) + DIN 985 Nut (4units)

WASTE CONTAINER VZ-2.0

Adaptable for all machines subsequents to serial number 341286

Vz 2.0 Inner keyboard and display

S3500140:00
35.0014.000

KEYBOARD AND DISPLAY KIT VZFor machines with serial number subsequent to 341286
2.0

Vz 2.0 Cash board and extern display

S3500150:00
35.0015.000

CASH BOARD AND DISPLAY KIT
For machines with serial number subsequent to 341286
VZ-2.0

Vz 2.0 Main board to cash board connection bus

S3500160:00
35.0016.000

MAIN BOARD TO CASH BOARD
BUS VZ-2.0

For machines with serial number subsequent to 341286
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FOTO

Vz 2.0 Cash board to keyboard connection bus

S3500170:00
35.0017.000

CASH BOARD TO KEYBOARD BUS
For machines with serial number subsequent to 341286
VZ-2.0

Connection wire + Press body + Juice press

S3500180:00
35.0018.000

S3500190:00
35.0019.000

BUTTON JUICE KIT VZ-2.0

For machines with serial number subsequent to 341286

Autonomous pump + Antireturn valve + PVC Hose + Clamp (4units) +
Mascle connector + Female pin (2units)

AUTONOMOUS PUMP KIT VZ-2.0 For machines with serial number subsequent to 341286

VZ Sweeper motor-reducer + Mascle connector + Female pin (2units)

S3500200:00
35.0020.000

SWEEPER MOTOR-REDUCER VZFor machines with serial number subsequent to 341286
2.0

VZ Security key switch

S3500210:00
35.0021.000

DOOR SECURITY SWITCH VZ-2.0 Valid for all serial numbers

Door 3 positions micro VZ 2.0

S3500220:00
35.0022.000

DOOR 3 POSITIONS MICRO VZ-2.0 Valid for all serial numbers

Sweeper limit micro

S3500230:00
35.0023.000

SWEEPER LIMIT MICRO VZ

Valid for all serial numbers

VZ 2.0 Temperature catheter

S3500240:00
35.0024.000

TEMPERATURE CATHETER VZ-2.0 For machines with serial number subsequent to 341286

VZ 2.0 Glass holder fan + Female connector + Mascle pin (2units)

S3500250:00
35.0025.000

GLASS HOLDER FAN VZ-2.0

Valid for all serial numbers
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VZ 2.0 Chimney fan

S3500260:00
35.0026.000

CHIMNEY FAN VZ-2.0

Valid for all serial numbers

VZ 2.0 Lock door handle + Keys set

S3500270:00
35.0027.000

LOCK DOOR HANDLE VZ-2.0

Valid for all serial numbers

VZ Climalit glass

S3500280:00
35.0028.000

S3500290:00
35.0029.000

VZ CLIMALIT GLASS

Valid for all serial numbers

Change box VZ 2.0 + Box fall VZ 2.0 + DIN 7991 Screw (2units) + DIN 934
Nut (2units)

CHANGE BOX VZ-2.0

For machines with serial number subsequent to 341286

Vending 1.0 glass holder door

S3500300:00
35.0030.000

SMOKED DOOR VZ-1.0

For machines with serial number previous to 341286

Bottom protection sheet + Reducer protection profile

S3500310:00
35.0031.000

VZ BOTTOM PROTECTION

For machines with serial number subsequent to 341286

Silicone tube 20X14X400 (4units)

S3500320:00
35.0032.000

VZ JUICE SILICONE TUBE

Valid for all serial numbers

Glass dispenser 230V VZ

S3500330:00
35.0033.000

GLASS DISPENSER 230V VZ-2.0 Valid for all serial numbers

Evaporator tray Sereva CVDF 22DT10 + DIN 7981B Screw (4units)

S3500340:00
35.0034.000

EVAPORATOR TRAY VZ-2.0

For machines with serial number subsequent to 341286
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Plastic door key VZ 2.0 (2units)

S3500350:00
35.0035.000

S3500360:00
35.0036.000

VZ-2.0 PLASTIC DOOR KEY

Valid for all serial numbers

Level Sensor + Insulation connection Terminal UL (2units) + Male fast-on
terminal (2units) + Male Conection box

TANK LEVEL SENSOR VZ-2.0

For machines with serial number previous to 341286

Level Foot + DIN 934 Nut

S3500370:00
35.0037.000

VENDING FOOT

Valid for all serial numbers

VZ Juice Tray + S.S Male Knob

S3500380:00
35.0038.000

VZ-2.0 JUICE TRAY

Valid for all serial numbers

VZ Glass Dispenser Solenoid

S3500390:00
35.0039.000

VZ GLASS DISPENSER SOLENOID Valid for all serial numbers

VZ 2.0 Waste Bin + Tank level sensor VZ 2.0

S3500400:00
35.0040.000

COMPLETE WASTE BIN VZ

For machines with serial number subsequent to 341286

Sweeper support 2D VZ 2.0 + DIN 912 Screw

S3500410:00
35.0041.000

VZ-2.0 SWEEPER SUPPORT

Valid for all serial numbers

Cweeper brush 2D VZ

S3500420:00
35.0042.000

VZ-2.0 SWEEPER BRUSH

Valid for all serial numbers

Box of coins VZ 2.0

S3500430:00
35.0043.000

VZ-2.0 COLLECTION COINS BOX Valid for all serial numbers
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Feeder grill VZ 2.0

S3500440:00
35.0044.000

VZ-2.0 FEEDER GRILL

Valid for all serial numbers

Doble body electro-valve VZ 2.0

S3500450:00
35.0045.000

VZ-2.0 DOUBLE ELECTROVALVE Valid for all serial numbers

Antireturn valve VZ 2.0

S3500460:00
35.0046.000

VZ-2.0 ANTIRETURN VALVE

Valid for all serial numbers

Inner cover VZ 2.0

S3500470:00
35.0047.000

VZ-2.0 INNER COVER

Valid for all serial numbers

Door rubber profile VZ + Aluminium rivet (26Units)

S3500480:00
35.0048.000

VZ-2.0 DOOR RUBBER PROFILE Valid for all serial numbers

Glass centerer guide VZ 2.0 (2Units) + DIN 7991 Screw (4Units)

S3500490:00
35.0049.000

VZ-2.0 GLASS CENTERER GUIDE Valid for all the serial numbers and machine with the set 35.0012.001
installed

Front cover with window VZ 2.0

S3500500:00
35.0050.000

VZ-2.0 EXTERNAL FRONT COVER
Valid for all serial numbers
(1W)

Front cover with doble window VZ 2.0

S3500501:00
35.0050.100

VZ-2.0 EXTERNAL FRONT COVER
Valid for all serial numbers
(2W)

Central front sheet VZ 2.0

S3500510:00
35.0051.000

VZ-2.0 BILL ACCEPTOR CLOSED
For machines with serial number subsequent to 345800
SHEET
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S3500511:00

VZ-2.0 BIG BILL ACCEPTOR
SHEET

COMPOSITION

FOTO

Bill acceptor central front sheet VZ 2.0
35.0051.100

For machines with serial number subsequent to 345800

Vending juice container filter

S3500520:00
35.0052.000

S3509000:00
35.0900.000

S3509010:00
35.0901.000

S3509020:00
35.0902.000

S3509030:00
35.0903.000

VZ-2.0 JUICE CONTAINER FILTER Valid for all serial numbers

VZ SQUEEZE SYSTEM CLEANING
KIT

ASP Upper pressing unit (2units) + ASP Lower pressing unit (2units) +
Securing knob (4units) + Silicone joint (4units) + Retaining knob (2units) +
ASP Blade holder v.2.1 + Complete door set + ASP Right peel ejector + ASP
Left peel ejector + VZ Cleaning brush + VZ Tray filter + Silicone tube
Valid for all the serial numbers

Fastener holder + Fastener with stainless steel spring + Silicone joint + Cap
(4units) + DIN 912 Screw (4units) + 6007 Bearing 2RS (2units) + Securing
ring (2units) + Internal separator

VZ FASTENERS + BEARINGS SET Valid for all the serial numbers

Fastener holder (4units) + Fastener with stainless steel spring (4units) +
Silicone joint (4units) + Cap (16units) + DIN 912 Screw (16units)

VZ FASTENERS W/SCREWS KIT
Valid for all the serial numbers
(4uts)

ASP Upper pressing units (2units) + ASP Lower pressing units (2units) +
Securing knob (4units) + Silicone joint (4units)

VZ PRESSING UNITS + SECURING
Valid for all the serial numbers
KNOBS SET

ASP Right peel ejector (2units) + ASP Left peel ejector (2units)

S3509040:00
35.0904.000

VZ PEEL EJECTORS SET

Valid for all the serial numbers

Securing knob (8units) + Silicone joint (8units) + Retaining knob (4units)

S3509050:00
35.0905.000

S3509060:00
35.0906.000

VZ RETAINING KNOB (4ut) +
SECURING KNOB (8ut) SET

Valid for all the serial numbers

Peel ejector pivot holder (4units) + ASP Right peel ejector (2units) + ASP
Left peel ejector (2units)

VZ PEEL EJECTORS + SUPPORT
Valid for all the serial numbers
PIVOT SET
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ASP Blade holder v.2.1 (2units)

S3509070:00
35.0907.000

VZ ASP BLADE HOLDER (2uts)

Valid for all the serial numbers
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WARRANTY SPARE PARTS

Thank you for purchasing an original ZUMEX spare part. We hope that our spare part will adapt perfectly to your needs and that it will work properly and for
a long time.
The ZUMEX original spare parts are the same as those used in our equipment. They are submitted to the same quality controls as the original components
installed in your equipment, satisfying the strictest regulatory requirements to guarantee the quality and safety of the spares.

* See the range of certified products.

The warranty terms and conditions corresponding to your purchase of an original ZUMEX spare part are described in this document.
Basic Warranty Conditions
ZUMEX guarantees the excellent quality of the original ZUMEX spare part you have purchased new and that it will be in good working order for 6 months as
from the purchase date. This warranty exclusively covers ZUMEX original spare parts.
Please read this document carefully and if you have any doubts, please contact us at www.zumex.com.
What does the warranty cover?
This warranty comprises the right to replace the ZUMEX original spare part purchased new by you from ZUMEX GROUP S.A. free of charge, if such spare should
have a manufacturing or assembly defect or operating fault, so long as this is due to a manufacturing fault that represents a deficiency in its normal operation. It shall not cover a refund of the purchase price under any circumstances.
ZUMEX may ask you, at any time, to send the faulty part whose replacement you are requesting, in order for ZUMEX to verify the defect. Its shipment will be
a compulsory requirement for the validity of this warranty. If it is indeed a manufacturing defect, the part will be replaced and the costs derived from this
process will be assumed by ZUMEX.
For this ZUMEX warranty to become effective, you must provide proof of the date of purchase of the ZUMEX original spare part, via the relative purchase
invoice.
What does the warranty not cover?
Given that ZUMEX, as manufacturer of the original spare part, cannot assume responsibility for certain aspects not related to our activity, there are certain
faults and damage that this warranty cannot cover.
Please inspect the state of the ZUMEX original spare part purchased on delivery, and check that it is the right one before installing it. Remember that a bad
diagnosis may cause the spare part purchased not to work correctly or the incorrect operation of the equipment. Any flaw, damage or operating deficiency,
caused by mistakes in selecting the spare part, by inadequate installation or improper use of the spare part, will result in the loss of coverage of this warranty
and of the warranty of the equipment that this spare part is installed in.
If you do not send the faulty part when requested by ZUMEX to verify the defect, this warranty will lose its validity.
In any case, the following are excluded from the coverage of this warranty:
• The service provision (travel), manpower and transport concepts, which may possibly arise in those cases deemed appropriate by ZUMEX.
•Faults or damages caused to the spare part, not attributable to its design or manufacture, but caused by external conditions, flaws caused by knocks or
impacts, damage due to climate conditions or other natural phenomena, as well as external influences such as voltage and/or pressure surges.
• Faults or damage to the spare part caused by improper use or use contrary to the purpose defined by the manufacturer, due improper handling, to the use
of inappropriate chemical agents or washing products, to damage caused by chemi-cal or electrochemical effects of the water, as well as due to incorrect
installation or assembly, due to general unusual environmental conditions or to improper maintenance of the equipment, due to failure to observe the care
and cleaning
• Replacement or repair of parts affected by wear, included in the normal maintenance and cleaning of the equipment; and those that the manufacturer
recommends should be replaced within a specific period of time or number of work cycles.
• Replacement or repair of fragile parts (for example wedges, handles, covers, containers, spouts, etc.) when their fault or breakage is not attributable to a
manufacturing defect.
Finally, the warranty would be cancelled if the spare part is installed in equipment in which non-original ZUMEX parts are also installed or additional parts or
accessories that are not ZUMEX originals are used.
Important
To be entitled to this warranty, it will be essential to provide ZUMEX GROUP S.A. with proof of the date of receipt of the new original ZUMEX spare part by you,
by providing the purchase invoice. Please keep the purchase invoice.
Except for the express warranties set forth above, ZUMEX grants no other warranties, express or implied, by statute or otherwise, regarding the product,
fitness for any purpose or otherwise. To the extent that permitted by the local laws, ZUMEX shall not be liable for the any defect, inconvenience, loss or any
other consequential damage, arising out of the use, or inability to use the product or breach of any express or implied warranty.
Welcome to ZUMEX, we hope you will enjoy your products.
*Warranty terms applicable to products sold after 01/01/2014.

zumex@zumex.com
www.zumex.com

